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Leakage of luilitary information

to the Itaiians.

the papers found, with General. Pescatori after the
capture of Sidi Barrani last December v/as an. Italian translation
of a secret memorandum on 'the defence of Siwa. Investigations
were at once set on foot to discover the source of leakage.

The memorandum was drawn up by General V/ilson and a copy of
it was sent by him to Soleh Harb Pasha, Minister of national
Defence on 10th October 1939. It was accompanied by a covering
letter, which differed in details of address and signature from
the copy retained at British Headquarters. A translation of this
letter was found with the captured memorandum, and it is evidently
taken from the original letter and not from the copy. This
indicates that the leakage must have coi.:-e from the Syyp.tian end
and not the_ British. .,,,.- . - . M — .

General V/ilson' s evidence is thot within a week of submitting
the memorandum S&leh Harb informed him in an interview that
copies had been sent to__Ali L'.aher. the Prime I.'inister, and to Aziz
el ITasri, t'n'e Chief of Staff. Shortly afterwards in the course*"
of conversation Ali llaher showed knowledge of the contents of the
memorandum, although he did not admit that he had received or even
seen a copy of it. -

An En<̂ j.j£y, by the Egyptian Government, directed by Tov/ayer
Pariha. "Eh'g Pro euro tor -General, was opened on filst January "'arid '"is
STill in being, although active investigations have now ceased.
In evidence Saleh liarb denied sending a copy of the memorandum
to Ali I.lyher, and tae lo.Wei' denied all knowledge of it until it
was found among the papers of GeTieral Pescatori. On ^examination
Ali Mo.her admitted that he iaight have informed General" ".V II son" that
the .plan prop'dsed had been approved, but he still denied
emphatically that he had. received a copy of the memorandum.
Information v/as received from a secret' source that Aziz el l.'.asri
hau told a journalist that tiii*ee~*copTes""V/ere made, one*~fbr Minister
of National Defence, one for"""j!CIi i.iahe-r, and one for the Palace.
Vfhen questioned he denied ever having i.-.ade such a stateTIiellT?*"
There are no recordsTn any Kgyptian Ministry ,or the despatch or
receipt of. a copy of the memorandum addressed to Ali Liaher.

It has been established that copies of the memorandum were
made both at "tlie* "T'lnistry of Ifational Defence arid at the Staff
Office but there is no conclusive evidence to show from which office
the leakage occui'red,'alVn6'u'glv'l't ''seems somewhat more probable
thot it was from the Ministry of National Defence. At present
there are six copies in the Staff Office, but none of the covering
letter and it v/as stated 'in evidence that none were mede. One
copy is in the archives of the- Ministry of Kational Defence.
0-lifileb 3ey, the Military Secretary of the Minister, was vague when
in'terro gated on some points and pleaded the lapse of time, but
is suspiciously positive that only one copy v/as made at the Ministry.

It is now evident that the Enquiry will lead to no conclusive
results. Efforts have been mode to pin the guilt '6Ta~'';tn'e"~*cTeH<r
at "fhe Ministry of National Defence who did the copying, Anv/an
Ilassni* el Koggar, but in spite of exhaustive enquiries the Tribunal
hns been unoble to unearth enough evidence against him to'r.iake
him a scapegoat. It is now for consideration whether, the matter

/should
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FROM CAIRO rlX) FOREIGN OFFICE

Sir M. Lampson.
No. .1568
17th May 1941.

D.
R.

5.20 p.m. ,
5.05 a.m. ,

vA-

18th May 1941.
20th May 1941.

MOST SECRET

Following for Secretary of State

Personal.

In a serious talk with Governor of National Bank,
he told me that in case of need he had made all
arrangements to withdraw headquarters of bank to
Khartoum and continue to function from there.
He had arranged with the Prime Minister to destroy that
portion of reserve fund C9nsistlng of Egyptian "bonds
and replace them by one single document signed by the
Prime.Minister which manager would take with him to
Khartoum.

2. In general conversation with the Prime Minister
I referred to this timely arrangement by the bank which
had started certain trains of thought in my own mind.
Had His Excellency considered whether the former
procedure might not be followed by Egyptian Government?

3. The Prime Minister said he had, and that the
idea rather appealed to him.

4. I asked the obvious question "what about
King Farouk?" Prime Minister replied that not long
ago he had discussed it with His Majesty who at the time
seemed disposed to agree that in case of need.both he >.
and his Government should transfer to Khartoum and
thence carry on as Government of Egypt.

5. Prime Minister and I agreed that the matter
was too explosive to let go [? at this stage] beyond
our two selves. But prime facie there is a good
deal to be said for it. It would maybe raise the
question of condominium etc. but in circumstances of
such gravity I do not imagine that we should wish that
to intrude.

6. I have thought it-wise to recount the above
most secretly, but do not propose for the present to
revert to the matter. It is my confident belief
that no such need will in fact arise - but clearing
one's mind in advance can do no harm.

7. Incidentally I have never been clear what course
the Embassy and consulates here should adopt in the
event of enemy occupation. If Egypt remained neutral
should we stay or should we go when general evacuation
was ordered by the Coiarnander-in-Chiel Kiddle East ?
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Î RSCI'AL AI
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Your telegram Ko. 1368 /of May 18th:

Question of exodus from Egypjb/.

It is of highest importance to

maintain wit.h Egyptian? position .that

question of evacuation is not actual and

cannot become ^o, I /agree that, you

should in no circumstances revert to

this matter and I count on you firmly

to suppress all talk: of this and kindred

subjects wi-th Egyptians.

2. In the event mentioned in your

paragraph 7 iytfoassy and. Consul.:ites \vould

leave when advised to. do no Toy military

authorities. . i

do. everything in- your power to keep

the Kirigiand Government 'v/ith you;
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[CYPHER] • . PERSONAL (SECRETARY OF STATE)

FROM FOREIGN OFFICE TO CAIRO.

No. 172i. D* 7.35 p.m. 26th May, 19VI,
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BODIATE. . , • , ' ' " , ' .'• ' '

PERSONAL AND SECRET.. ''

Your telegram No. 1368 [of May 18th: Question, of
exodus from Egypt],' '. " • .

It is of highest importance to maintain with
Egyptians position that question of evacuation is not
acutal and cannot "become so, I agree that you should
in no circumstances revert to this matter and I count on
you firmly to suppress all talk of this and kindred
subjects with Egyptians,

2, In the event mentioned in your paragraph 7
Embassy and Consulates would leave when advised to do
so "by military authorities. You should then also do
everything in your power to keep the King and
Government with you. , .
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FROM: EGYPT.

FROM CAIRO TO FOREIGN OFFICE.^

Sir M. Lampson, D. 4.41 a.m. May 23rd 1941
Ho. 1474
May ̂ nd 1941 R. 11.10 a.m. May 23rd 1941

My telegram No. 1149. Sn-Xu/

Ahmed Seddik told me this morning he has it at
first hand that Pulli has been spreading story that
(1) we recently asked Prince Mohammed All if he would
agree to accept the throne and that he agreed but (2) that
when,we asked Nahas Pasha to accept office under this change
of regime he refused.

2. I pointed out to Seddik that story was too
fantastic to require refutation: nevertheless I hoped
he would contradict it flatly. He agreed but emphasized

* danger of such lying reports emanating from so high a
r quarter.

3. Question of Pulli is particularly difficult.
For (a) he is now technically an Egyptian subject and
(b) he is boon companion of King Farouk who is on the whole
behaving reasonably ?7ell at the moment and whom we do not
wish to estrange.

4. I shall discuss further with service chiefs:
but on balance it seems wiser not to tackle Pulli for the
moment. \

5. Prime Minister continues to deal firmly with
fifth columnists: I have just heard of a further batch of
pro-German Egyptians whose arrest he has ordered.


